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LOCAL GEOLOGISTS COMPLETE STUDY IN FLORIDA
A team of scuba-diving geologists--dubbed the "Lolo Group" because of connections
with the University of Montana, have completed a summer of research in Florida waters.
The team was headed by Dr. Donald Winston II, UM assistant professor of geology.
Other members were Michael O'Connor of Eustis, Fla., geology faculty member at Florida
Atlantic University, Stanley Riggs, geology faculty member at' East Carolina University,
both of whom received doctorates from UM in Jun e; Ray Breuninger, UM geology graduate
student and Mike Rebel of Eustis, Fla., undergraduate marine ecology student at Florida
State University.
The study was sponsored by Coastal Petroleum Co.

It contracted the group to

suggest ,fthe wisest use of the drilling lease in holds in the area".

The area studied

was a strip one mile from shore extending from Clearwater Beach to St. Petersburg Beach.
The $18,000 survey involved recording the topology of the floor and collecting
500 samples to determine what sediment types lie where.
Lolo operated a sediment lab where preliminary analyses on samples dug out of the
bottom were run.
The group went out six mornings each week for a 10 or 12 hour work day.
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They did

traverses, the term for the group's diving-surveying procedure, in the 24 miles covered.

Beginning at a fixed point, about a mile out in the Gulf, the boat headed toward land.
The divers towed behind and watched the bottom.

When they
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a change in composition,

from limestone to clay, from mud to sand, they signaled the boat to stop.

Samples went

into plastic bags and observations were scribbled with pencil on an aluminum sheet.
Visibility was 0 to 4 feet and speed was approximately one mile per hour.
When not traversing, the geologists took multiple samples from different depths
on one location, us^ng a coring device which sometimes probed as deep as
-more-
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feet in the
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floor.

This indicated the extent of a particular sediment deposit.

Bringing in the daily take of 10-15 samples required 10 to 12 hours because of
water slowing down normal work.
Data about environmental deposition and classification of sediments deposited
along the beach is still being interpreted.
Winston was the senior scientist.

He identified nearly every living specimen

brought aboard the boat.
Dr. Winston said "We all worked as a group.
specimens."

Every man did every job and collected

The men dived and handled the boat alternately because of the strain

involved in remaining under water for more than one hour at a time.
A sedimentation specialist, Breuninger did most of the laboratory work.
expert at fractionating the bottom samples using heavy liquids.
analyze only ten samples a day.
careers.

He is

At top speed he could

He explained the expected effect of the summer on their

"While doing this job, you learn about the geological past by studying modern

formations firsthand.

That's going to make us better teachers."

Dr. Winston .summed their experiences by saying, "We all gained a lot of experience
to help us in teaching and doing other sub-marine work."
work next summer.
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The group plans to do similar

